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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: The migration of young health professionals is an important issue for the European health systems. If it is only temporal or circular migration, it could be beneficial for both receiving and source countries; but in case of permanent emigration, it could be interpreted as loss of human capital and loss of investments in education and specialisation. The aim of this study is to investigate intentions for mobility of students in health sciences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The study emphasises on the qualitative research - in-depth interviews with medical students. The interviews are conducted among Bulgarian and German students in Medicine, Dental Medicine, Nursing Care, Midwifery and Healthcare Management at the Medical University of Varna.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: The results from the in-depth interviews indicate that almost half of the Bulgarian students prefer to specialise and work in other European countries (Germany, UK, etc.). The preferred destinations for the German students are Scandinavian countries, Switzerland, Austria and the USA. Regardless of nuances in the replies, all of the respondents state the better payment as a reason for mobility. Most of the students share a desire to return and practise their profession in their country of origin.

CONCLUSION: The results from our study show that the motivation for migration is similar both for Bulgarian and for German students. The intentions of the students indicate high migration potential in the future. However, the results predict also increased trends towards return or circular migration.
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INTRODUCTION

The migration of health professionals within and between countries is a growing phenomenon worldwide. This migration affects provision of services, quality of care, and distribution of staff across administrative units and countries (2). Health workers migrate from developing or less developed to developed countries to improve their economic or social situation immediately or for the purpose of career development (6). These outflows (permanent emigration of health professionals) are usually associated with the so-called medical “brain drain”, which causes the unique problem of severe workforce shortages in source country’s health systems. The permanent departure of skilled labour might deplete the human capital of sending countries, thus reducing the possibility for economic growth and raising the level of inequalities and poverty in those countries (5). Because of this, the international migration of health workers has become one of the major features on the health policy agenda.

The migration of young health professionals is an important concern. However, it cannot be interpreted unilaterally - the new economics of brain drain theory accept both the beneficial and detrimental effects on the country of origin (1). If it is only temporary or circular migration, it could be beneficial for both the receiving and the source countries, as well as for health professionals – the so-called “triple win situation”. Return migration is one of the sources of “brain gain” - the highly skilled migrants return home and apply the knowledge and skills acquired during their stay abroad (3,7). But in case of permanent emigration it could be interpreted as loss of human capital and loss of investments in education and specialisation.

Although the intentions for mobility are not really migration, they could provide important information about the future trends. In this regard, our study aims to give answers of the following questions:

- What do the intentions of the new generation indicate – a brain gain or a brain drain?
- Which are the driving factors for mobility of the next generation of health professionals?
- What are the stick factors in the country of origin?
- Could we expect different mobility patterns for the next 10-15 years?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study combines qualitative and quantitative methods but emphasises on the qualitative research - in-depth interviews with medical students. The general idea of this approach is to gather qualitative information about the personal motives and the decision-making process concerning the intentions for mobility of the next health workforce generation.

The study was conducted at the end of 2015. The sample included 78 students in Medicine, Midwifery, Nursing Care and Healthcare Management at the Medical University of Varna, Bulgaria. Of the total, 48 were Bulgarians and 30 were German citizens studying in Bulgaria.

The inquiry included questions about general patterns of migration in Bulgaria and in Germany respectively and about the attitudes of the respondents toward mobility. More important for our study were the intentions of the students to specialise and/or to work abroad after graduation, the reasons for these intentions and the so-called stick factors that could retain them in the country of origin.

BACKGROUND

In Bulgaria, immigration is negligible in its size and importance and emigration is the prevailing migration process. Bulgaria is a predominantly sending country.

Since 2007 (Bulgarian accession to the European Union), many Bulgarian doctors have left the country, and more and more young health professionals emigrate immediately after their graduation. The immigration of health professionals in Bulgaria is not a significant process.

Official information concerning the mobility of health professionals in Bulgaria is missing. Possible landmark is the number of issued certificates of conformity to health professionals who want to seek professional realisation abroad. Information in the media points out that in 2015, the Bulgarian Medical Union issued 505 certificates to doctors who wanted to work or specialise abroad. For the majority of Bulgarian doctors the preferred destination country is Germany followed by the United Kingdom and Ireland. Approximately the same is the number of the
 certificates issued to nursing professionals. However, according to some unofficial estimation, the number of nursing professionals who yearly leave the country is twice as high. The main reason is the level of remunerations in Bulgaria.

The desire to work abroad for German citizens is regular and prominent. Since 2005, the outflows have been significantly higher than the inflows. In 2014, approximately 150,000 citizens departed from Germany (4).

One of the major problems in Germany is the medical universities’ admission and limited places for specialisation and training. Currently, almost 88,000 medical students are enrolled in German universities but there are much more applicants than available university places. Therefore, studying abroad is getting more and more attractive.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Because mainly young doctors leave Bulgaria, the health system may lose part of its best stock of young human resources together with its innovative capacity. This also limits the opportunities for generation replacement in the system.

According to the results of our study, the push factors in Bulgaria can be summarised as follows:

- low income;
- organisation of the health system;
- lack of opportunities for career development;
- insufficient places for specialisation and training problems;
- unstable economic situation.

The most of the interviewees share the opinion that there are difficulties for their future professional development in Bulgaria. They found difficulties with specialisation, organisation and frequent changes in the health system. All of them think that the health professionals’ work is not adequately evaluated.

Regardless of the nuances in the replies, all of the respondents state as a reason for emigration the desire for better payment. Other mentioned factors are education and training opportunities, social status, social relations and standard of living, and better economic situation. Work abroad could be of benefit for working conditions, career development, living conditions and scientific activities, as well as it provides better opportunities for the family. These statements together with the dissatisfaction with career development, remuneration and working conditions in Bulgaria, suppose a significant emigration potential among Bulgarian health professionals.

The factors motivating German students to leave their country are similar. The interviewed state several reasons to leave Germany:

- overwork;
- higher salary;
- career development;
- working conditions.

The German students are aware that these reasons are a manner of subjective impression in comparison to other European countries. It is not surprising that the pull factors in the receiving country are related to the push factors in Germany. In general, less work hours is not the only reason that led graduated physicians to migrate. The leading causes for emigration from Germany are better working conditions and higher salaries. Further reasons include lower taxes and better standard of living.

According to the survey, the most preferred destinations are countries with stable economic development and modern health systems. More than a half of the students think of specialisation abroad, but with small exceptions, they all share a desire to return and practise their profession in Bulgaria. Some of them believe that the specialisation or temporary work abroad are a good start for career development in Bulgaria.

The majority of the German students, mainly from the 2nd and 4th academic year want to work abroad. For emigration, the German students would mainly prefer Switzerland, Scandinavian countries and the USA. This reflects the basic German migration trends.

The essential reason for specialisation abroad is the desire to have less work hours in their future career and to maintain a better balance between work and private life. Other reasons for specialisation abroad are the possibility to learn a new language and cultural experience. Many German students are convinced that in a globalised world the English programme could be beneficial for their further career.
development. Preferred destinations for specialisation are Switzerland and Austria.

When we asked our colleagues if they would come back to practise in Bulgaria after their specialisation abroad we investigated the importance of the stick factors. More than a half of the respondents would like to gain knowledge, skills and professional experience abroad but they want to return to Bulgaria – the so-called return migration, which could be interpreted as brain gain for the country. The family and social ties become more important incentives than the level of remuneration and the living standard. In addition to these reasons, the respondents listed also patriotism, beautiful nature and favourable climate as reasons for staying in Bulgaria.

The majority of Bulgarian students believe that if they go abroad it would be better for their career development. Only six of the respondents expected good career development in Bulgaria. However, there are also some positive changes in Bulgaria, which can be viewed as opportunities for the future. We hope that these positive trends will have a positive impact on the health system and on retaining of health professionals.

For the German students the main stick factors can be summarised as follows:

- family and friends;
- language barriers;
- fear of an unknown situation in the new country.

However, the good specialisation in Germany and the social environment are factors to stay in the country after graduation. All of the interviewed German students think that training, specialisation or temporary work abroad are a good start for their career. Many think that for students who want to start a professional career, nowadays it is essential to work abroad. Regardless of the motivation to study and specialise abroad, the majority thinks that they would return to Germany one day. We also have discussed with German students the probability to stay in Bulgaria after their graduation. The majority would rather return to Germany or go to another country.

**CONCLUSION**

The mobility of health professionals is a world-growing phenomenon, which affects not only developing or middle-income countries (as Bulgaria) but also developed countries (such as Germany). The results from our study show that motivation for migration is similar for both Bulgarian and German students. The intentions of the students indicate high migration potential. However, the results predict also increased trends towards return or circular migration, which can be interpreted as beneficial for both receiving and sending countries.

A strategy on the migration of healthcare professionals is non-existent in Bulgaria although efficient measures are in demand. The measures should not be restrictive but stimulating the employment and career development and should help enhance the image of the medical profession. The policy on human resource development should guarantee opportunities for maintaining and increasing the level of qualification, improvement of remuneration and modern equipment. The policy has to be focused on more adequate assessment of the health professionals’ work.
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